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ABSTRACT: One of the difficulties involves figuring out how to manage this new information composes and deciding 
which data can possibly give value to your business. It is not simply access to new information sources, chosen 
occasions or exchanges or blog entries, however the examples and entomb - connections among these components that 
are of intrigue. Gathering heaps of differing kinds of information rapidly does not make esteem. You require 
examination to reveal experiences that will help your business. That is the thing that this paper is about. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Data mining is experiencing a critical move in the volume, assortment, esteem and speed of data expanding 

essentially every year. The volume of data made is outpacing the measure of as of now Data to such an extent, to the 
point that most associations don't recognize what esteem is in their data. At a similar that time data mining is changing, 
equipment abilities have likewise experienced sensational changes. Similarly as data mining isn't a certain something 
yet an accumulation of numerous means, speculations, and calculations, equipment can be dismembered into various 
parts. The comparing part changes are not generally in a state of harmony with this expanded request in data mining, 
machine learning, and huge logical issues. The four parts of circle, memory, focal preparing unit, and system can be 
thought of as four legs of the equipment stage stool. To have a helpful stool, every one of the legs must be of a similar 
length or clients will be disappointed, stand up, and leave to locate a superior stool; so excessively should the 
equipment framework for data mining be in adjust concerning the segments to give clients the best understanding for 
their expository Data Quality Control. 
Information Warehouse Management Tools are customizing applications that focus and change information from 
operational structures and weights it into the information distribution center.  
The area of information distribution center organization is particularly mind boggling as information got from 
operational sources, for instance, those information beginning from esteem based business programming courses of 
action like Supply Chain Management (SCM), Point of Sale, Customer Serving Software and Enterprise Resource 
Planning (ERP) and organization programming to encounter the ETL (remove, change, stack) process.  
To encourage data around the data warehouse, proficient ETL devices ought to be utilized. Organizations may either 
need to purchase outsider instruments or build up their own particular ETL devices by allocating their in-house 
software engineers to carry out the activity. As a rule, the general guideline is that the more mind boggling the data 
change necessities are, the more worthwhile it is to simply buy outsider ETL devices.  

II. FOUNDATION AND NEED FOR BIG DATA ANALYTICS 
 
Capacity and recovery of huge measure of organized and also unstructured data at an alluring time slack is a test. 

Some of these confinements to deal with and process tremendous measure of data with the customary stockpiling 
strategies prompted the rise of the term Big Data. In spite of the fact that big data has picked up consideration because 
of the development of the Internet, however it can't be contrasted and it. It is past the Internet, however, Web makes it 
simpler to gather and offer learning also data in crude shape. Big Data is about how these data can be put away, 
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prepared, and grasped to such an extent that it can be utilized for foreseeing the future game-plan with an awesome 
exactness and worthy time delay.  

Advertisers center on target promoting, protection suppliers center around giving customized protections to their 
clients, and medicinal services suppliers center around giving quality and ease treatment to patients. In spite of the 
headways in data stockpiling, accumulation, examination and calculations identified with anticipating human conduct; 
it is essential to comprehend the hidden driving and additionally the directing variables (advertise, law, social standards 
and design), which can help in creating hearty models that can deal with big data but then yield high forecast precision 
(Boyd and Crawford, 2011).  

 
The present and rising focal point of big data examination is to investigate customary strategies, for example, control 

based frameworks, design mining, choice trees and other data mining procedures to create business administers even on 
the extensive data sets proficiently. It can be accomplished by either creating calculations that utilizations circulated 
data stockpiling, in-memory calculation or by utilizing group registering for parallel calculation. Prior these procedures 
were done utilizing framework figuring, which was surpassed by distributed computing as of late.   

 

 
 

Fig 1: Infrastructure provider 
 

III. TOWARDS DEVELOPING BIG DATA VALUE CHAIN 
 

 
 

Fig 2 : Developing big data value chain 
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1) Data Generation: The above all progression the big data regard chain is the time of data. As inspected in the past territory, 
data is delivered from various sources that consolidate data from Call Detail Records (CDR), web diaries, Tweets and Facebook 
Page.  

 
2) Data Collection: In this stage, the data is gotten from each and every possible datum sources). For instance, to suspect the 

customer beat in Telecom, data can be gotten from CDRs and slants/grievances of the customers on Social Networking Sites, for 
instance, Twitter (as tweets) and Facebook (appraisals shared on the association's Facebook page). The most regularly used 
procedures are log records, sensors, web crawlers and framework watching programming  

 
3) Data Transmission: Once the data is accumulated, it is traded to a data storing and getting ready establishment for 
moreover dealing with and examination. It should be possible in two phases: Inter-Dynamic Circuit Network (DCN) transmission 
and Intra-DCN transmissions. Between DCN transmission deals with the trading of data from the data source to the data center while 
the last associates in the trade inside the data center. Beside limit of data, data center aides in social event, organizing and directing 
data. 

IV. PROBLEM WITH THE EXISTING WORK  
 
In previous work we saw that many tools use the basic statistics analysis to produce the result. They don’t provide the wide range of 
variety of data analysis. In previous tools they worked to produce the result and compare the results from different tools or compare 
the performance or accuracy of the tools and methodologies or compare any factors among different algorithms. Their focus was on 
the result and its comparison. When data is not well understood, the result will not be more accurate. And to understand the result or 
produce more accurate result we must understand the data in depth. We must analyze the data fields and their dependencies factors 
on which result depends. 
In our work we focused on the data field analysis. We analyzed the dependent fields or other fields in depth. We calculated the min 
values, maximum values of fields, their average and deviations. We generated the graph to understand the dataset graphically. It 
gives the visual understanding of data statistics. It would be very simple and easy to understand the real status of values in dataset. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

Here we can see the type of field (Polynominal/real/Integer), Missing values(if any) in the data field, statistics (using graphs) which 
contain Least value and most value. The least value denotes the frequency of the value which occurred less in the whole dataset and 
Most value denotes the frequency of the value which occurred most in the whole dataset. And Values show the other values of the 
field. 
Some field which are real type, don’t have the Least and Most value rather than they have Min and Max values. This type of field 
also have the average and deviation values. 
 

 
Figure 3 Date, Location and Min_Temp Statistics 
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.  
Figure 4 Max_temp, Rainfall and Evaporation Statistics 

 
Figure 5 Sunshine, WindGustDir and WindGustSpeed Statistics   

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
 We use the Weather data as a dataset. In this dataset, there are various fields or factors on which weather depends. 

The class variable of fields or factor is rain tomorrow is to be determined. For “Rain Tomorrow” field all dependent 
fields are listed. To analyze the result and for statistics analysis, we use a tool named as Rapid Miner. This tool 
provides a wide range of data analysis or data statistics in graphical manner or text annotations.  
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